
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

  
Review Eagle, the leading Online Reputation Management platform, has launched 
its new Affiliate Program, offering partners up to $100 per referral and $25 for 
each Free Trial Signup. Leveraging advanced AI tools, Review Eagle provides 
businesses with increased 5-star reviews and a remarkable 400% boost in 
website conversions. This program, available through the trusted CJ.com 
(Commission Junction) platform, also equips affiliates with high-converting 
promotional assets, catering to a wide range of businesses looking to bolster 
their online reputation. 
 
ALBANY, NEW YORK (September 26th, 2023)  

Review Eagle Launches Reputation Management Affiliate Program 

Review Eagle, the leading provider of Review Management Solutions, announced the 
launch of its Reputation Management Affiliate Program.  Now, affiliate partners have the 
opportunity to promote and profit from Review Eagle’s industry-leading AI-powered 
reputation management and marketing services. 

By joining Review Eagle’s Affiliate Program, partners profit from the company's industry-
leading AI-powered technology that helps businesses grow their 5-star reputation.  
Affiliates earn up to $100 per referral and $25 for each Trial Signup. This robust 
program facilitates businesses in obtaining genuine 5-star reviews on platforms like 
Google, Facebook, and Yelp in mere moments. Such efficiency has positioned Review 
Eagle at the pinnacle of a $1B industry, projected to expand by 6.7% annually through 
2030. 

Review Eagle incorporates the latest reputation-benefiting technologies, including the 
power of Artificial Intelligence (AI). The automation capabilities save businesses 
valuable time and double the rate of 5-star Review collecting. Review Eagle’s core 
reputation management platform automatically directs clients to leave 5-star reviews 
with Google, Facebook, and Yelp in under 30 seconds. Review Eagle provides built-in 
tools to display authentic 5-star reviews on a brand’s website and social media 
presence.  Additionally, the Pro plan offers the industry-pioneering retargeting 
advertising system that will project a 5-star brand directly across the Internet on the 
most popular web destinations such as ESPN, Facebook, CNN, and many more to 
make a brand stand out as a leader in its market while generating more sales. 

 



"Since our inception, Review Eagle's mission has always been to empower businesses 
with the most advanced reputation management tools. With the launch of our new 
affiliate program, we're thrilled to further extend our reach and make our cutting-edge 
technology even more accessible. It's not just about growing our brand—it's about 
helping more businesses shine online and build trust with their customers. Our partners 
play a crucial role in this journey, and we're excited to offer them a lucrative opportunity 
while championing the power of authentic customer reviews," said Adam Wills, founder 
of Review Eagle. 

Review Eagle’s Affiliate Program offers the ultimate successful partnership opportunity.  
Affiliates can earn up to $100 per successful referral and an additional $25 for every 
Free Trial Signup. The primary reasons to become a Review Eagle affiliate include: 

A High Conversion Rate: Review Eagle's industry-leading reputation management 
services are 5-star reviewed and offer more value and features than the competition 
making conversions swift and straightforward.  

Generous Rewards: Affiliates receive $25 for every Free Trial Signup and a total of 
$100 when a Free Trial converts after 14 days. Our affiliate structure is built around a 
zero-friction concept, making it easy to convert free trials and reward affiliates. 

Premium Turnkey Marketing Assets: Affiliates gain access to done-for-you high-
converting banner ads, social media assets, email templates, and videos to bolster their 
promotional efforts.  

Trustworthy Affiliate Platform: The program operates via CJ.com (Commission 
Junction), ensuring accurate tracking, real-time commission reports, and reliable 
payouts. 

Review Eagle is widely in demand by Affiliate partners because the service offered is of 
benefit to businesses large and small across all industries.  Any business that values a 
positive reputation can benefit from Review Eagle.  From local service providers and 
national brands to professional services and e-commerce platforms, Review Eagle 
caters to a diverse clientele. Whether it's accountants, lawyers, restaurateurs, or e-
commerce brands, any entity striving for a 5-star reputation can harness the power of 
Review Eagle's state-of-the-art solutions.   

Learn more about Review Eagle’s Affiliate Program at https://revieweagle.com/affiliates. 

Review Eagle is available for businesses seeking to elevate their online presence and 
drive business growth. For more information and to start experiencing the power of 
Review Eagle, visit their website at www.revieweagle.com. 

About Review Eagle 

https://revieweagle.com/affiliates
www.revieweagle.com.


Review Eagle is a leading Review Management and Marketing platform that provides 
businesses with an innovative and automated solution for obtaining authentic 5-Star 
Reviews. Combining technology, strategy, and psychology, Review Eagle empowers 
businesses to boost their online reputation, attract new customers, and foster growth. 
With a focus on simplicity, automation, and proven results, Review Eagle is the go-to 
platform for businesses looking to maximize the impact of customer reviews. 
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